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1 - Little Kids

9-29-04

Little Kids can be a pest.
But when adults are 'round they're at their best.
But they only look up to you
What else can they do, when your 5 foot 2 and they are 3 foot 2
But make the right choices for them to copy
And make it choppy
Because they only love you
Besides you know you love them to.



2 - Babies

9-30-04

Babies are smelly, stinky and yucky.
There's nothing cute about them.
But then they smile at you and your heart just clicks.
And now you have a job with your little bro or sis.



3 - 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

9-30-04

Gather round children and open your ears. For a story that has been passed down for years.
Once upon a time, two,two hearts felt the same way then three, three, three years later they had four, 
five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten... WAIT!!! I just counted to ten!!
YIPPPEE!!!!



4 - Yard

10-1-04

The feeling is old
Although it's brand new.
The smell is nice like sugar and spice.
Its woodsy and cozy and warm.
But its the schoolyard.



5 - If I were 1 inch Tall

10-20-04

If I were one inch tall, one thing that I would try to do is to not get stepped on. A thing that I wouldn't be
able to do is reach to get a drink or food.
The bad thing about being one inch tall is my cat would probably eat me.
A thing that I would of liked to do is play hide-in-seek with my friends.
I would definitely not like being one inch tall.



6 - Double Rainbow

10-21-04

It was an odd sight.
It lite up the dark clouds.
With its red,blue, purple, orange, pink, and green, but last but not least the color indigo. The odd thing
about this
Rainbow
was that it was double. So the colors were red,red, blue,blue, purple,purple, orange, orange, pink,pink, 
 green, green, and indigo, indigo.



7 - V-rock

11-8-07

Last night my mom and I were watching Americas Most Talented Kids, hosted by Dave Coulier. There
was a boy who played the violin. The cool part though was that he did it in rock n' roll. His violin was
green, and at the bottom it split to points like a little guitar. He ended up winning. My mom and I were
happy because we wanted him to win.

p.s.12-21-07
i think his name was Antonio Pontarelli



8 - Cold

11-15-04

Jack Frost Frost Frost was nipping at my nose nose nose. Now I have a cold cold cold. Now I have to
stay home home home with a temperature of 182 achoo achoo achoo. Oh boo hoo hoo. Now I'm made
at Jack Frost to to to. ACHOO!!



9 - Q's amd A's

11-16-04

Questions! Questions! Questions! Little kids ask so much questions! Like why is the sky blue? Why is
the grass green? Annoying stuff like that. And they expect you to answer them. It is so annoying.
Q's and A's.



10 - Weird

11-18-04

The other day I met a kid and he did something stupid, he stuck a staple in his ear and it turned a pretty
purple he was ok but now when I see him his ear is always pink.



11 - Work Alone

11-19-04

Don't you hate it when you have to work with someone and they work alone or they only let you do one
thing? I sure do!

p.s.
now i rather they give me one thing...



12 - Driving

11-20-04

How annoying is it to drive a long distance. Your bottom hurts, you get bored there is a mountain or stuff
falling on you every turn(?). Whoever said getting there is half the fun, are wrong.



13 - Fuzzy Pens

12-1-04

Fuzzy pens are fun,funny.
They remind me of Mrs. Crouse.
There are fuzzy pens with eyeballs.
Fuzzy pens with little mirrors.
Lots and Lots of fuzzy pens.



14 - Movies

12-3-04

Movies are great! You can eat popcorn drink soda. You can sit in the front row and break your neck from
looking up, be blinded, become deaf. It is awesome and when you leave and its bright you get
movie-blindness. 3D is awesome. You can have things flying and reaching out at you. And you get to
wear those cool glasses. MOVIES ARE AWESOME!!! :)

p.s.
i didn't know how negative i was... i really do love movies tho...



15 - 1 Hundred Screaming 14 Year Old Girls

12-6-04

At a concert called Jump5.
Although there is now only 4
There was about 200 there
About 100 were 14 and a few times for new reason they would scream like their pants were on fire and
there were on a roller coaster. They screamed when the guy came out to tell us we only had ten minutes
to wait outside. They even screamed when the stage staff came out to fix something on stage.
Screaming for no reason at all, why is it legal?

p.s. this wasn't the best concert of my life. people stepped on my new shoes. Screamed for no reason at
all (obviously) and some girl elbowed me and nearly broke my nose.
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